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Treason is the single crime particularly pointed out within the Constitution. The wording is
crystal clear: "Treason Traitors and Treason opposed to the USA shall consist simply in levying
struggle opposed to them, or in adhering to their enemies, giving them relief and comfort."
united states Code, identify 18, part 2381, forthrightly bargains Traitors and Treason with those
that dedicate Traitors and Treason treason. TRAITORS & TREASON is the fabricated from
years of excessive examine and information collection. The proof is irrefutable! The
documentation indisputable! the tip result? An inescapable end -- the United States has been
subverted via many traitors out and in of government! the United States has been intentionally
weakened by means of unsleeping acts of treason over a interval of many a long time correct as
much as the present.TRAITORS & TREASON finds the names of the traitors. It exposes very
important proof in regards to the treason Traitors and Treason game. learn this publication and
choose for yourself!
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